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Specifications – Model 4042 (maximum 35 man unit)
A. Complete surface area of shelter
The shelter used in the model 4042 has the following dimensions and total surface area:
Floor is 350” x 170” = 59,500 sq in.
Roof is 310” x 125” = 38,750 sq in.
LH and RH Sides are 310” x 45” x 2 = 27,900 sq in.
Front is 125” x 45” = 5,625 sq in.
-

Combined total is 131,775 sq in which is translated to sq ft. by the following:
131,775 sq in. \ 144 = 915.11 sq ft.

B. Heat dissipation calculations
According to the manufacturing specifications for the shelter material listed in section 3 of this addendum, we find the
following:
The shelter material will dissapate 1.235 BTU per hour, per sq ft. of material, per change in temperature (deg. F)
We also assume the following:
-

Each man will generate 400 BTU per hour.

-

Because we have two CO2 scrubbing systems, we will add the heat generated by the system that is the greater of the two,
in this case LIOH is hotter and therefore we will add an additional 40 BTU per man to the calculation.

-

Max inside temperature is 82 deg F @ 100% humidity (the equivalent of 95 deg F apparent temperature as set forth in
the WVa code 56-8.4.4). This gives us a temperature change of the following:
82 deg F inside - 68 deg F outside = 14 deg F change

-

We also will use the total surface area of the shelter in this calculation, which is 915.11 sq ft

From these assumptions we can find the following:
1.235 BTU * 915.11 sq ft * 14 deg F
Hr * sq ft * deg F
This equals a total heat dissipation of 15,822 BTU per hour.
And:
(400 BTU per man + 40 BTU per man for CO2 scrubbing) * 35 men = 15,400 BTU per hour.
Taking these two numbers you get: 15,822 BTU per hour output – 15,400 BTU per hour input = 422 BTU per hour excess
dissipation capacity.
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Specifications – Model 3236 (maximum 30 man unit)
A. Complete surface area of shelter
The shelter used in the model 3236 has the following dimensions and total surface area:
Floor is 350” x 170” = 59,500 sq in.
Roof is 310” x 125” = 38,750 sq in.
LH and RH Sides are 310” x 39” x 2 = 24,180 sq in.
Front is 125” x 39” = 4,875 sq in.
-

Combined total is 127,305 sq in which is translated to sq ft. by the following:
127,305 sq in. \ 144 = 884.06 sq ft.

B. Heat dissipation calculations
According to the manufacturing specifications for the shelter material listed in section 3 of this addendum, we find the
following:
The shelter material will dissapate 1.235 BTU per hour, per sq ft. of material, per change in temperature (deg. F)
We also assume the following:
-

Each man will generate 400 BTU per hour.

-

Because we have two CO2 scrubbing systems, we will add the heat generated by the system that is the greater of the two,
in this case LIOH is hotter and therefore we will add an additional 40 BTU per man to the calculation.

-

Max inside temperature is 82 deg F @ 100% humidity (the equivalent of 95 deg F apparent temperature as set forth in
the WVa code 56-8.4.4). This gives us a temperature change of the following:
82 deg F inside - 69 deg F outside = 13 deg F change

-

We also will use the total surface area of the shelter in this calculation, which is 884.06 sq ft

From these assumptions we can find the following:
1.235 BTU * 884.06 sq ft * 13 deg F
Hr * sq ft * deg F
This equals a total heat dissipation of 14,193 BTU per hour.
And:
(400 BTU per man + 40 BTU per man for CO2 scrubbing) * 30 men = 13,200 BTU per hour.
Taking these two numbers you get: 14,193 BTU per hour output – 13,200 BTU per hour input = 993 BTU per hour excess
dissipation capacity.
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Specifications – Model 2428 (maximum 20 man unit)
A. Complete surface area of shelter
The shelter used in the model 2428 has the following dimensions and total surface area:
Floor is 350” x 96” = 33,600 sq in.
Roof is 350” x 86” = 30,100 sq in.
LH and RH Sides are 350” x 30” x 2 = 21,000 sq in.
Front is 86” x 30” = 2,580 sq in.
-

Combined total is 87,280 sq in which is translated to sq ft. by the following:
87,280 sq in. \ 144 = 606.11 sq ft.

B. Heat dissipation calculations
According to the manufacturing specifications for the shelter material listed in section 3 of this addendum, we find the
following:
The shelter material will dissapate 1.235 BTU per hour, per sq ft. of material, per change in temperature (deg. F)
We also assume the following:
-

Each man will generate 400 BTU per hour.

-

Because we have two CO2 scrubbing systems, we will add the heat generated by the system that is the greater of the two,
in this case LIOH is hotter and therefore we will add an additional 40 BTU per man to the calculation.

-

Max inside temperature is 82 deg F @ 100% humidity (the equivalent of 95 deg F apparent temperature as set forth in
the WVa code 56-8.4.4). This gives us a temperature change of the following:
82 deg F inside - 70 deg F outside = 12 deg F change

-

We also will use the total surface area of the shelter in this calculation, which is 606.11 sq ft

From these assumptions we can find the following:
1.235 BTU * 606.11 sq ft * 12 deg F
Hr * sq ft * deg F
This equals a total heat dissipation of 8,982 BTU per hour.
And:
(400 BTU per man + 40 BTU per man for CO2 scrubbing) * 20 men = 8,800 BTU per hour.
Taking these two numbers you get: 8,982 BTU per hour output – 8,800 BTU per hour input = 182 BTU per hour excess
dissipation capacity.
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